
Self-defined proposal with supporting research & development work

 Many people look upon photographs as visual memories, I will argue that they are 

in fact mental triggers- the depicted moment is lost but the memory of it is in the mind. I’m 

interested in the way photographs are viewed and experienced through memory. 

 We used to live in an aural landscape - knowledge conferred through words. When 

books were first mass produced, a period we refer to as the Enlightenment, literacy 

became transferable and available to the masses. We increasingly live in a visual 

landscape. Visual literacy, is crucial to understand the way we read photographs. As Fred 

Ritchin said, "photography, despite it’s apparent simplicity, constitutes a rich and 

variegated language, capable, like other languages, of subtlety, ambiguity, revelation, and 

distortion.” (1990, p.1). 

 Daniel Kahneman (2011) distinguishes two selves, an experiencing self and a 

remembering self. He says the remembering self is an interpretation of the experiencing 

self. He goes on to say that it is memories rather than experiences that determine our 

actions and the way we feel. Kahneman argues looking back, our experiences dominate 

our memories. However, my work argues looking forward- memory dominates the 

experience you're going to have. 

 I will challenge the audience’s memory by re-creating fairytales in photo form. 

Choosing common memories such as fairytales allows the majority of my audience to 

participate in experiencing the photographs through memory.

 Knowledge of fairytales spans all ages, therefore I must be democratic about how 

people access my work. I will use semiotics in order to construct a language visually 

readable by all. Therefore, I will employ the visual language of commercial photography 

because this genre is familiar to all. I have been researching photographers within this 

genre, such as Mario Sorrenti [Fig.1], Man Ray [Fig.2], and Steven Klein [Fig. 3]. 
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Fig. 1: ‘Magnificent Excess’ shoot by Mario Sorrenti for Vogue Italia, 2005.

Fig. 2: ‘Le Violon d'Ingres’, by Man Ray, 1924.
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Fig.3: Alexander Skarsgård shoot by Steven Klein for Interview, 2011.

 When I met Simon Norfolk, he spoke about his use of beauty as a tool to discuss 

difficult subjects. He uses visual language to lure viewers to his photographs of the war in 

Afghanistan. I will implement this strategy within my work, presenting visually beautiful 

images in order to draw viewers in. I recently saw the ‘Man Ray: Portraits’ exhibition at the 

National Portrait gallery. The experience of seeing the physical prints is wholly different to 

looking at them on a computer screen. The photos within the exhibition are unique prints, 

crafted by the photographer. I will give my final photographs a physical presence, creating 
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a series of photographic representations of fairytales, to be presented in a public gallery 

space.

 This project explores completely new territory in regards to my previous works, 

however I wish to continue to explore philosophy and photography in relation to each 

other, in order to develop this area of practice further. Throughout this project I will 

evaluate my research and experiments etc. via a blog. I'm also keeping a physical journal 

in which I shall record experiments and ideas, critically evaluating methods and 

techniques.

Time Scale

4th - 16th March: Continue research.

17th March- 6th April: Experimentation of techniques.

7th April - 23rd May: Development of final piece.

24th May: Realisation of final piece.

31st May - 7th June: Exhibition.
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